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BLACKBERRIES ARE RED WHEN GREEN
by Keith Frohreich
“This historically relevant Bildungsroman is a tender but gritty tale. Trans-"orting readers to the hardworking, home spun world of mid-20th-century Indiana.” — US Review of Books
9781991952434 • Paper, $15.95
266 Pages • Historical Fiction
Available at Amazon, IndieBound, and Independent Book Stores
Author’s website: www.keithfrohreich.com.

CORONATION
by Veer Weir
A micro-poetry journey through the twists and turns of trauma, heart ache, loss, and love; illustrated by Heather Jo Dworky.
Veer Weir lives in Colorado with her partner and three pups. She owns @vee.writes.digital.marketing and is a leader of the #kidsinthecommunity.
9781388224974 • Paper, $16.99
28 pages with 25 black and white illustrations • Poetry • Available at Blurb Books
Author’s Instagram: @veerfragdoll.

When a Toy Dog Became a Wolf and the Moon Broke Curren!
by Hendrika de Vries
A memoir, told through the eyes of a young girl, of mother/daughter strength, spiritual resilience and re-"sistance to hatred and oppression in Nazi-occupied WWII Amsterdam.
9781631526589 • Paper, $16.95
254 Pages • Memoire
Available at Amazon, IndieBound, and Goodreads.
Author’s website: www.agilafromamsterdam.com.

THE RISK THEATRE MODEL OF TRAGEDY
by Edwin Wong
In this debut work of literary criticism, Wong challenges Aristotelian, Hegel, and Nietzsche by arguing that the principal fulcrum of tragedy is the tragic hero. The book has launched the Risk Theatre Modern Tragedy Competition, the largest tragedy writing competition in the world. It is hosted by one of Canada’s oldest and most respected theatres.
9781525537561 • Paper, $14.99
378 Pages • Literary Criticism/Drama
Available at Amazon and Barnes and Noble
Author’s website: https://risktheatre.com.

Boy: A Woman Listening to Men and Boys by Hathaway Barry
A collection of qualitative interviews with men (age 9-94 years), conducted by a woman, about what it means to be male in today’s world. “… as astonishing as it is moving… thoughtful and elegantly expressed… An intriguing look into the male psyche.” — Kirkus Reviews
9780985925404 • Paper, $19.95
356 Pages • Nonfiction/Gender Studies
Available at Amazon and Barnes and Noble
Author’s website: www.listeningmenom.com.

When Green Nazi-occupied WWII Amsterdam.
A young girl, of mother/daughter A memoir, told through the eyes of a young girl, of mother/daughter strength, spiritual resilience and resistance to hatred and oppression in Nazi-occupied WWII Amsterdam. strength, spiritual resilience and resistance to hatred and oppression in Nazi-occupied WWII Amsterdam.

THE MYSTERIOUS SNIPETS OF YARN
by Rosemary Butler
Told in rollicking rhyme, this wond-erful mystery takes place in the castle of the Duchy of Bore, where nothing goes on anymore. Illustrated by the author.
9781883770800 • Paper, $14.99
58 Pages • Children • Available at Amazon

THE EMPEROR STRIKES BACK
Frederick II’s War against his Cousins by Helena P. Schrader
Frederick II wants revenge; John of Beirut wants justice. The second round in the struggle between the authoritar-ian Emperor and the Ibelins is about to begin.
9781627876995 • Paper, $23.95
433 Pages • Historical Fiction
Available at Amazon and Barnes and Noble
Author’s website: www.helenapschrader.com.

THE ENIGMA SOURCE
by Breakfield and Burkey
The Enigma Source exposes world commerce evolution toward crypto-currency, and the greed prospects in all digital monetary systems. Is anyone looking out for the average man?
9781946858375 • Paper, $17.95
320 Pages • Technology Thriller/TechnoThriller
Available at Amazon, Barnes and Noble, Kobo, and Indie Publisher.
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A GENERAL THEORY OF DESIRE
by Dick Bentley

CHILD OF THE DUST
by Tom Wascoe
An American soldier fell in love and had a baby with a Vietnamese woman. They attempt to marry. They meet in Hong Kong two decades later. 9781634987004 • Paper, $16.95 420 Pages • Historical Romance Available at Amazon, Ingram, and Barnes and Noble Author’s website: www.tomwascoe.com.

SEARCHING FOR GOD, THE PRECIOUS TREASURE, IN MY DAILY LIFE
Reverend Peter G. Vu
This book gives you encouragement, guidance, right attitude and good vision to recognize God’s presence in your journey of faith, especially in the toughest situations of your life. 9781457567384 • Paper, $11.95 120 Pages • Inspiration/Spirituality Available at Amazon Author’s website: www.ReverendPeterVu.com.

THE BYZANTINE PINEAPPLE
by Bill Poje
The Byzantine Pineapple presents what NO 2020 POTUS candidate has: A long term governmental macroeconomic vision providing 100% coverage for income, health care and housing. 9781984555038 • Cloth, $15.00 9781984555021 • Paper, $10.00 9781984555502 • eBook, $4.00 75 Pages • Social/Economic/Legal/Political Available at Amazon and Books-A-Million Author’s website: www.poje.biz; www.painlesspoje.com.

LOST IN VENICE
by Robert L. Duncan
Lost In Venice is the story of two couples on a trip to Italy, and the clash of good and evil that enters their lives and follows them back to their homes and families in Florida and Georgia. It has happened before and it will happen again. 9781493582051 • Paper, $11.11 1493582054 • eBook, $4.44 526 Pages • Fiction/Eschaton • Available at Amazon Author’s website: www.lostinvenice.net.

TELL YOUR STORY
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The New York Review of Books
The Independent Press Listing showcases new and notable books from independent presses and self-published authors.
To learn more visit: www.nybooks.com/ipl or contact Harris Stevens at ipress@nybooks.com.